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**Judicial review in the Banking Union and in the EU financial architecture**

*Registration: 9:30
Opening: 10:00
Seminar language: English*

10:00 **Opening remarks**
Sabino Cassese, (Emeritus Judge, Italian Constitutional Court)

10:30 **First session: The EU judiciary and the alternative remedies**

**Chair**
Christos Hadjiemmanuil, (Professor of Monetary and Financial Institutions at the University of Piraeus and Visiting Professor of Law at LSE)

Manuel López Escudero
(Professor of International Law and EU Law, University of Granada)

*EU agencies and bodies in economic field: ECJ judicial control*

Sir William Blair
(President of the Board of Appeal, European Supervisory Authorities and Professor of Financial Law and Ethics, Centre for Commercial Law Studies, Queen Mary University of London)

*The role of judicial review in the EU’s financial architecture and the development of alternative remedies: the experience of the Board of Appeal of the ESA’s*

**Coffee break**

René Smits (Professor of the Law of Economic and Monetary Union, University of Amsterdam and alternate member of the ECB Administrative Board of Review)

*Interplay of administrative review and judicial protection in European prudential supervision. Some issues and concerns*
Luís Domingos Silva Morais (Professor at Lisbon Law University and member of the SRB’s Appeal Panel)

*Judicial review and banking resolution regime – The evolving landscape and future prospects*

*Discussion and Q&A*

13:15  *Lunch*

14:15  **Second session: EU framework and the role of the national courts**

**Chair**

Antonella Sciarrone Alibrandi (Vice-Rector - Full Professor of Banking Law Faculty of Banking, Finance and Insurance, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore di Milano):

Enzo Moavero Milanesi (Professor of EU Law and Director of the School of Law, University LUISS Guido Carli)

*Sovereignty and judicial review. European courts and national jurisdictions*

Marco Ventoruzzo (Professor of Business Law and Director of the Department of Legal Studies, Bocconi University, Milan, Italy)

*European Rules and Judicial Review in National Courts: Challenges and Questions*

Concetta Brescia Morra (Professor of Economic Law, University of Roma Tre - Department of Legal Studies and University LUISS Guido Carli – Vice-Chair of the ECB Administrative Board of Review)

*The interplay between the ECB and the NCAs in the “common procedures” under the SSM Regulation. Are there gaps in legal protection?*

*Discussion and Q&A*

16:45  **Closing Remarks**

Enrico Leone (Chancellor of the European Banking Institute)

Marino Perassi (General Counsel, Bank of Italy)

17:15  **End of the Conference**
This conference is jointly organized by the Legal Services Department of Bank of Italy and the European Banking Institute (EBI). Information concerning EBI may be found in the attached documentation. Seven hours of continuing legal education credits shall be requested at the Council of The Bar Association of Rome.
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